LO05 - MEDIO LODIGIANO
Start node info

Borghetto Lodigiano

End node info

San Martino in Strada

Total length

30.4 km

Category

Cycling

Suggested type of bycicle Road
Cycle time

01:32 (hh:min)

Uphill

28 m

Downhill

24 m

Max height

74 m

Difficulty by cycle

Easy

Coated

94 %

Offroad

6%

Cyclability

100 %

On cycle road

17 %

Signals

Suggested time

None

All year long

Description
This itinerary crosses the territory of the Medio Lodigiano from West to East, connecting the areas
surrounding the rivers Lambro and Addaand the paths of the Dorsale Adda, the Lodi Periurban Ring or the
Lambro Ring. This path unfolds almost entirely on secondary roads, with little traffic, surrounded chiefly by
agricultural lands, interrupted by the pleasant architectural structures of the rural towns crossed by the
paths.

Elevation

Ref.

Km partial Km total Description
0.0

0.0 From Borghetto Lodigiano take Provincial road 125 for Livraga

0.5

0.5 after a short stretch on the Provincial road take a right into via Coppi

0.3

0.8 at the Y junction keep to the left

0.8

1.6 turn right on the bicycle and pedestrian path

2.1

3.8 at the end of the bicycle path go straight on the asphalt road

0.9

4.7 at the Livraga cemetery take the bicycle path on the opposite side of
the carriageway

0.2

4.9 follow the bicycle path on the left into via Cairoli

0.1

5.0 at the end of the bicycle path go straight

0.1

5.2 at the fork by the paris turn into via Dante

0.2

5.4 at the fork go straight towards the traffic light and ride past the bicycle
and pedestrian path on the right

0.1

5.5 at the traffic light turn left (the bicycle path from Ospedaletto
Lodigiano, still under construction, converges on the right)

0.3

5.8 at the roundabout turn right on Provincial road 168 for Brembo

1.9

7.7 at the crossroads take a narrow asphalt road slightly hidden on the left

1.0

8.8 follow the narrow road across the industrial estate; at the T junction
turn left into via Montegrappa

2

Ref.

Km partial Km total Description
0.1

8.8 ride past a fork on the right

0.3

9.1 ride past another fork on the right

0.3

9.4 at the fork at the bottom of the road turn right into via Gramsci
towards the centre of Brembo

0.2

9.6 at the fork after the Town Hall square, go straight towards Secugnago

0.5

10.1 once out of the village go straight on the bicycle path

0.6

10.7 follow the bicycle path at the roundabout

0.1

10.8 at the end of the bicycle path turn right and immediately left before the
bridge

0.3

11.1 at the bottom of the road turn left and take the railway underpass

0.1

11.2 once out of the underpass follow the asphalt road on the right and
immediately take a left

0.4

11.6 at the cemetery keep to the left towards Secugnago

0.7

12.3 in the main square of Secugnago go straight for Turano

0.5

12.8 at the crossroads go straight on Provincial road 143 for Turano

1.4

14.2 at Cascina Terenzano continue on the paved road in the direction of the
isolated church

1.0

15.2 at the fork turn left for Turano

0.8

16.0 take via Vecchia Cremonese towards Castiglione d'Adda

0.1

16.1 immediately after turn into V.le dei Leoni towards the centre of Turano

0.3

16.4 cross the crossroads at the traffic light and go straight towards
Cavenago d'Adda

0.2

16.7 at the crossroads go straight towards Cavenago d'Adda as you ride
past Palazzo Calderari

1.9

18.6 ride past the fork to Robecco and keep to the right

2.4

21.0 ride past the fork on the left and go straight

0.6

21.6 at the fork with theAdda itinerary go straight

0.3

21.9 take a left into via Santuario

0.2

22.0 take the bicycle lane of via Tansini on the right
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Ref.

Km partial Km total Description
0.2

22.2 at the T junction at the end of the bicycle lane turn left

0.1

22.3 in front of corte Cesarina go straight

0.6

22.9 before the crossroads take the bicycle and pedestrian path on the
opposite side of the carriageway

0.1

23.0 cross the asphalt road and continue on the bicycle path

1.4

24.4 go straight along the asphalt road stretching along the irrigation ditch

0.2

24.6 go on towards the centre of Caviaga

0.9

25.5 turn left for State road 9

1.7

27.2 cross via Emilia and go straight on an asphalt road

0.7

27.8 take an unpaved road on the left

0.5

28.3 ride past the Roggia Codogna irrigation ditch and go straight

0.2

28.5 turn right towards the railway nearby

0.5

29.0 at Cascina Baggia go straight

0.5

29.6 take a right towards the built-up area (at the bicycle path to Ossago
Lodigiano beings on the right)

0.1

29.7 at the give-way sign keep to the right towards the centre of S. Martino

0.2

29.9 go straight on the bicycle path

0.1

30.1 at the end of the bicycle path go straight on the asphalt road

0.2

30.2 at the crossroads go straight into via V. Emanuele II until the centre of
the village

0.1

30.4 end
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Detail map #1
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Detail map #2
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Detail map #3
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